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IliTRODUCTIOH

Evaporation is usually considered as the conversion of

a liquid into a vapor in an atmosphere whose pressure is

less than that of the vapor pressure of the evaporat

liquid, that is when evaporation takes place below the

boiling point, i.ome experimental work has been done on the

rate of evaporation fron free cater surfaces and on the
I

evaporation of water from solids. oat of the equations

thus derived are correct only under very limited conditions.

However there are general laws and formulas in regard to

humidity, temperature, and pressure which have been worked

out and which may serve as a guide to other experiments.

To understand the problem of evaporation involves an

intimate knowledge of thermodynamics as well as a knowledge

of the chemical and physical properties of the material

under examination. Since experiments with heat transfer

must be done under very exact conditions it is readily seen

that the application of these heat laws and formulas to the

conditions existing in the flour mill is almost impossible

for quantitative results. Thus the application of these

scientific principles must be very general. That is under

certain conditions in the mill it may be assumed that the

lu.s of BSjM transfer and evaporation will hold true to

within certain limits.



Therefore evaporation and its effeots on the processes

of Billing Is not a problem without a solution. There are

many mills which nave some means of partially controlling

the evaporation of moisture. Some have installed very

elaborate equipment and others something quite simple, while

others control evaporation to some extent by the way In

which the milling processes are conducted.

Ho matter what means of control is used, there la

probably no miller who does not wish that he had better

control of the moisture In his mill. This desire la

prompted by two objectives. ?he one a securing of better

quality of flour, the other a securing of an Increase of

total products.

Quantity of products obtained from a given amount of

wheat is a matter of dollars an'" cents to the mill and is

certainly a phase which cannot be overlooked in any organ-

ization. The methods employed by the miller are reflected

in the quality of the finished products, and any improve-

ment in the finished products sho.e an improvement in the

miller ' s methods

.

It is not the authors purpose here to go into a com-

plete discussion of the methods for the control of evapora-

tion, but rather to show the effects of evaporation In the

various operations of the mill under different atmospheric

conditions.
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To understand the effects of evaporation It is first

necessary to know something about the theory of evaporation,

the structure of the wheat kernel, and some of the methods

in use for the control of atmospheric conditions.

V.ith the above points in mind experiments were con-

ducted both on the small experimental mill and on the large

long system mill to determine the rate of evaporation for

various mill stocks, the moisture drop on the various

operations of the milling processes, and the temperature

differences due to mechanical heat and evaporation.

THE THEORY OP EVAPORATIOB

atter is recognized as being composed of molecules

which are continually in motion. This motion is due to a

certain amount of attraction and repulsion among the

molecules, which imparts to the molecules a certain amount

of kinetic energy. As the word kinetic is taken from the

(reek word meaning to move, it is evident that kinetic

energy is energy of motion. For example a moving body has

a certain amount of kinetic energy equal to £ mv2 , where

m is the mass of the body, and v is its velocity.

In physics a change in the form of matter is known as

• change in state. For example in the case of water the

different states are ice, water, and vapor. The molecules

in the different states have different amounts of freedom



of motion. Thus In a solid the molecules vibrato about a

fixed point while In a liquid they laove about from place to

place except oe they strike against one another. In the

gas or vapor state the molecules are relatively far apart

giving a greater freedom of notion, and at the same time

greater speed.

Any physical change necessitates the transfer of a

certain amount of work or energy. In the change of state

this energy is required to overcome the attractive forces

acting among the molecules, and is expended in the form of

heat. There are two units of heat measurement used in

commercial work; naicely, the calorie (cal.) v.nieh is the

araount of heat necessary to raise one gram of water from

15°C. to 16°G; and the British Thermal Unit (BT'J) which is

the amount of heat necessary to raise one pound of watsr

from 60°r. to 61°F. Due to the fact that almost all commer-

cial data is expressed in terms of the English system,

all units used In this paper will be In the English system

unless otherwise stated. Thus 144 B.T.U. are required to

change one pound of water at 212°r. into steara at 212°P.

These two heat quantities being known as the heat of fusion

and the v eat of vaporisation.

As this i eat is added the attraction among the

molecules becones less and they move farther apart. As the

distance between them Increases their freedom of motion Is
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greater hence their speed Is greater. If the speed of the

aolecules Is proportional to the araount of heat added, the

difference in the speed of the molecules in a liquid and

a gas is readily seen by th3 difference in the latent heat

of ice and steam.

It follows that the change of state from water to vapoi;

known as vaporization or evaporation, is a result of the

kinetic energy of the Individual molecule. That is the

oleeules at or near the surface of the liquid have such

velocity and direction that they escape into the surround-

ing atmosphere. As the chance of escape, other things

feeing equal, increases with the velocity of the molecules

it follows that the average kinetic energy of the escaping

molecules is greater than that of the remaining ones, or

that evaporation decreases the temperature, and that the

rate of evaporation Increases with an increase of temper-

ature. That is, the molecules which pass into the vapor

state possess a greater amount of energy in the form of

heat than the molecules which remain in the liquid state;

therefore the liquid is cooled. If no heat is added, as

evaporation takes place, the heat of vap01i2.it ion is

taken from the air in contact with the surface of the

water. Thus in an evaporating body of water both the



temperature of the wuter an<i the to:.iperature of the air In

contact with the water is reduced.

Evaporation from Fr»e Surfaces

For milling purposes the moisture content of wheat Is

usually increased above the normal. That Is, the moisture

content of the wheat as it goes to the rolls is higher

than it is after it has been exposed to atmospheric condi-

tions.

A direct application of the la*s of evaporation is not

possible in practical milling, because only a small per

cent of moisture is evaporated in any one place and the

existing conditions throughout the milling process vary

from time to tijae. It is very Improbable that any exact

equation could be written to show the rate of evaporation

***s any mill stock. It is posaibla, howevor, to use as

a basis for this study the knowledge obtained froia experi-

ments conducted on evaporation froa free water surfaces.

As water vapor has many properties of a gas we may

assume that it will, to a large extent, obey the gas laws.

Prom this it follows: that a unit volume of wator vapor

will produce a very de.inlto pressure known as the va .or

pressure; that the weight of a unit volume of saturated

water vapor is a very definite quantity which will increase

or decrease with the temperature; that the density and the



vapor pressure Increase with an Increase In temperature.

u.S. Carrier (carrier 1918} states that the rate of

evaporation depends on four factors:

(1) The vapor pressure of the moisture in the

material corresponding to its temperature.

(2) The vapor pressure of the moisture in the air

corresponding to its absolute hunldity or dew point temper-

ature .

(3) The effective velocity of the air over tho sur-

face.

(4) The physical and chemical properties of the

material being dried.

Mat like other cereal grains is a hydroscopic body.

By this we raean a body or substance which absorbs or gives

tip water from or to the air In accordance with the relative

humidity of the air. In the drying of such substances two

different and distinct states of the nater in the substance

must always be taken into consideration. In the first

state the water is on the outside of the particles and

Is free; that Is It has a very loose relationship to the

substance, and will evaporate with the same ease as water

from a free water surface. In the second state the water is

held by the surface forces and evaporation will not take

place unless more energy is available than in the case of

free water. Ther.; is a very intimate relationship between
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tills hydroscopic water and the substance In which it Is

contained. The relationship is or. the border line beta on

physical and chemical with free water on the physical side

and hydroscopic water on the checiioal side. However if

relatively large amounts of water are absorbed the capillary

action of the substance will convert some of the hydro-

scopic water into the free vater.

In evaporation experiments with hydroscopic materials

it is necessary to know the humidity and temperature of

the air surrounding the material because the hydroscopic

moisture is dependent on these two factors. ;e relative

moisture content of the air may be measured by either the

dew-point method or the psychroinetric method. The latter

depends on the cooling eilect produced by the evaporation

of moisture in a partially ..-.iturated atmosphere. It is

measured by the difference in reading obtained by two

therm eters one of which has its bulb covered by a wick

saturated with water. The difference in the readings is

termed as the wet bulb depression. The two thermometers

are mounted side by side in the form of a sling which can

be rotated by hand. A sling IS Inches long rotated from

150 to 225 r.p.m. gives a velocity of 1200 to 1800 feet

per minute. Dndor such conditions readings can be taken

within 1.6 per cent error. If a fan is used and the

velocity increased to 3000 feet per minute, the error is
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less than 1 per cent. Tablet have been computed which

give the percentage of relative humidity for different wet

bulb depression for the various dry bulb readings.

The relative huraidlt:? Is the ratio of the actual

moisture content of the air to the content at the satura-

tion point. The relative humidity differs from the abso-

lute humidity in that the relative la a percentage rela-

tionship of saturation, while the absolute is the amount

of water, by weight, contained in a cubic foot of air at a

definite temperature. For example a cubic foot of air at

70°F. has a moisture holding capacity of 3.064 grains of

water at the saturation point. If the v.et bulb depression

is 10°F. then the capacity is only 4.39 grains, wfcich gives

a relative humidity of H per cent, and an absolute

taaasldity of 4.39 grains per cubic foot. If the temperature

of this air is reduced below 53°!., condensation will talc*

place due to the fact that air at 530r . can hold only

4.39 grains of water per cubic foot. ence 53 Is called

the dew-point.for a wet bulb depression of 10°F and 70°F.

dry bulb temperature.

.'hen unsaturated air eoraee into contact with a free

water surface three physical changes take place simultan-

eously.
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Table I iYoperties of saturated air.

Atmospheric pressure 29.921 In. of mercury.

Temperature : Vapor .eight of:, eight of: Total weight
degrees F. pressure dry air vapor of mixture

inches of pounds pounds . pounds

.

xaarcury

.

20

50

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

: .1030 .08247 : .000177 :

: .1640 .08063 : .000276 :

: .2477 .07880 : .000409 :

: .3628 .0^694 : .00

: .5220 .07506 : .000889 :

: .7390 .07310 : .001152 :

: 1.0290 .07095 : .001176 :

: 1.4170 .06881 : .002132 :

: 1.9260 .07095 : .00157^ :

.08265

.08091

.07921

.07753

.07539

.07425

.07253

.07094

.072;"3

lurtlal table taken fron "The Engineers andbook"
published by The Buffalo Jorge Co.
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(1) The temperature of the eater Is reduced to a

definite temperature known as the wet bulb temperature.

(2) . certain amount of water Is evaporated, increas-

ing the vapor content of the air and hence the vapor

pressure.

(3) The air Is cooled a corresponding amount due to

the fact that the latent heat of evaporation must be taken

fro-*r. the air as the only source of heet.

The wet bulb teraperatur j, or temperature of evapora-

tion, depends upon the ability of a definite weight of air

to give up heat required for the evaporation of sufficient

moisture to saturate Its space at the temperature to which

it is finally cooled. hen air is saturated adiabatleally,

that is without gain or loss of heat, the temperature is

reduced as the absolute humidity is increased and the loss

of sensible host is equal to the Increase of latent heat

due to saturation. As the moisture content of the air is

increased adiabaticully, the temperature is reduced until

the vapor pressure corresponds to the temperature at which

point no further heat change takes place. ThlB may be

termed as the temperature of adlabatlc saturation, .hen

an insulated body of water is permitted to evaporate freely

into the air it assumes the temperature of adlabatlc satura-

tion, .".hen an insulated body of water is permitted to

evaporate freely into the air it assumes the temperature

14
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of adiabatic saturation of that air; that Is, the wet bulb

temperature of the air Is Identical with Its temperature of

adiabatic saturation. From this It follows; that the true

wet bulb temperature of air depends entirely on the total

of the sensible and latent heat In the air and is Indepen-

dent of their relative proportion. In other words the wet-

bulb temperature is constant, providing the total heat con-

tent of the air is constant.

During the time of evaporation the dry bulb reading

gradually falls until at the point of saturation, the wet

and dry bulb readings are equal. The difference In the wet

and dry bulb readings Is known as the wet bulb depression

and shows the ratio of the vapor pressure of the liquid

and the vapor pressure of the air directly In contact with

the surface of the liquid.

By experiment it has been found that the rate of

evaporation at any instant per unit of surface exposed is

proportional to this difference In vapor pressures regard-

less of the temperature: that is

dw I x (e^—e)

,,here e 1 » vapor pressure of the liquid.

e = vapor pressure of the air.

The constant x, which must be determined experimentally

seems to vary directly with the molecular weight of the
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evaporatlr |g liquid, as dw la always proportional to

(e -•) It la evident that evaporation is almost eni-i cly

dependent on the surface tension of the liquid, and the

rate of evaporation la dependent on the wet bulb depression.

I 95° wet bulb depression Is equal to a difference in

pressures of 1 inch, and at standard barometric pressure

each pound of air has the ability to adsorb one and one-

half grains of water for each degree Fahrenheit of wet

bulb depression.

Por • constant difference of vapor pressures the rate

of evaporation starts with a fixed alninum In still air

and increases in proportion to the velocity and ia.y be ex-

pressed as:

dw s (» bv) (ei-e)

Vttere as rate of evaporation In still air.
b - " " Increase with velocity.
«!= vapor pressure of the liquid,
e a " " ° " atmosphere.

The amount of water evaporated may be expressed by the

following equation which la correct for practical purposes.

w a 0.093 (1 _»_) (ex-e)
230

V.here w s pounds of water evaporated
per sq. ft./ r.

v = velocity.

In still air v is equal to and the quantity 1 v
ssc
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becomes 1, but for a velocity of 230 feet per minute

the evaporation is twice as much as in still air and at

460 feet per minute it is three tines as inueh.

However the direction of the air currents is also a

factor. That is, evaporation will be the greatest where

the MTlmum amount of air cones in contact with the : axi-

mun amount of surface. For example the evaporation will

be greatest if the air flow la unparallel or transverse

to the surface of the material, as in a purifier, than if

the air flow is parallel to the surface of the material.

experiments have been conducted with velocities from

300 to 2000 feet per minute for both parallel and trans-

verse air flow, and it was found that the rate of evapora-

tion was nearly twiee as great for corresponding velocities

in the transverse flow as in the pi rallel flow. Experi-

ments in the commercial drying of food products have shown

a relation between the evaporating power of parallel and

transverse air currents. In the following: equations which

have been developed, the evaporation is nearly twice as

great for corresponding velocities in the transversa flow

as in the parallel flow,

i-arallel

C x (95 » 0.425V) (e^-en)
r

Transverse

(201 C.83v) (ew-ea )

r
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aharc G <• lbs. of water evaporated per square foot per
hour.

velocity of air.

r = latent heat of vaporization.

•w* vapor pressure in inches of !<£ corresponding
to the temperature of the HjjO.

e t.a vapor pressure of moisture in air.

As this process of evaporation takes place, the air in

direct contact with the mater becomes more nearly satur-

ated. As the degree of saturation reaches one, the air

cools to the wet bulb temperature, and the latent heat of

the water evaporated is exactly equ. 1 to the loss in

sensible heat of the air.

ihe above discussion holds true only for moisture at

the surface or moisture in very porous substances. In

the more deneo materials the evaporation is limited by the

diffusion of the moisture from the interior to the surface

and is different for different mill stocks.

The above equations hold very exactly for low wet

bulb depressions, while for high depressions there is a

rate for any temperature.

The Effect of Evaporation on the Milling Properties
of Different Stocks

The wheat berry consists of three oein parts; the brun,

the germ, and the endosperm. 'odern milling is possible



because of the differonces In the physical properties and

the effect of water on the different parts. The bran coat,

being composed to a large extent of fiber, is very harsh

and brittle when dry, but if its moisture content is in-

creased It becomes very tough. The fat and oil contained

in the germ causes it to flake when passed between the rolls

rendering Its separation very easy. The endosperm Is com-

posed almost entirely of starch and protoin and has a

granular structure. This makes the entire endosperm very

friable and very easily separated from the bran and germ.

In the practical operation of a mill the problem is

rot so sinple. .hen water is added to toughen the bran,

the sane water will also mellow the endosperm causing some

of it to adhere closer to the bran coat. On the other

hand if not enough water is added tho bran will chip on

the break rolls and a quantity of fine bran particles will

be mixed with both the break flours and the resulting

middlings.

Prom this it follows that the range of moisture which

gives satisfactory results is rather narrow, no matter

how carefully the sioiatuie content is controlled, some of

the endosperm will adhere to the bran and some of the bran

will chip. Sany of these bran chips are so small that they

pass through the purifiers with either the si zings or the



primary middlings stocks. Down toward the tall and of tha

system those small bran particles become more numerous

requiring closer grinding in an endeavor to remove adhere-

lng endosperm and to flatten the branny portions that they

may be scalped off.

Both in the purifier and in the elevators thero is a

large emount of air used. .specie My is this true In the

urifier whore the particles are In a current of air whose

vapor pressure Is very low. Evaporation 16 thus facilitat-

ed and the moisture content of the stocks going fron the

purifiers to the rolls Is very materially reduced. As was

stated above, drying those bran particles causes ther- to

become very brittle and when passed between the smooth

rolls they are shattered into pieces small enough to pass

through the bolting cloths along with the flour. Hiis

has a deleterious effect on both the color and the ash

content of the flour, and the resulting moisture loss will

decrease the weight of total products. Therefore it sho ild

follow that if the evaporation could bo controlled at

Important places the results would Show an Improvement In

the color of the flour, a lowering of the ash, and a

lessening of the loss of weight of total products.

An article in "Die "fthlo" (Milling 1929) states that

the loss through evaporation is greater for wheat of high
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moisture content. For example two samples of wheat, one

contalnlnc lb per cent and the other 17.35 per cent mois-

ture, were milled, 'i'ae difference in the initial moisture

was 1.35 per cent but the difference In moisture loss was

6 per cent, the wheat of higher Moisture co: tont having

the greater loss. The reason given was that more work wait

required to reduce the grain of high moisture content and

consequently milling was done at a higher temperature.

•oolcott ( oolcott 1921) found that 1/ he started

with 16 per cent at the first break rolls he obtained only

11 per cent In the stocks on the low grade rolls, or a

loss of 5 per cent. After humidifying the air in the mill

he was able to mill wheat at 14.5 to 15.0 per cent moisture

and still obtein satisfactory moisture In the products.

Shollenberger (iiholienbergor 1921) found that there

was a direct relation letween the relative humidity and the

weight of the total products. .1th each increase in

relative humidity there was an appreciable decrease In

milling loss, the ash content diminished regularly and the

bread having the best color and texture was made from flour

milled In an atmosphere of 60 to 70 per cent relative

humidity.

Thus It would seem that if the evaporation from the

mill stocks was decreased to a minimum, wheat of a lower

moisture content could be used at the first break rolls.



This would permit a higher extraction and still leave

sufficient moisture in the products of the break system to

assure proper reduction and bolting, tinder these condi-

tions the fine bran particles would contain enough -toisture

that they would retain their toughness and merely be

flattened out rather then ground as they pass through the

smoot" rolls.

CGHTROL OP EVAPORATION

The control of evaporation in the mill is a problem

whleh the operative miller has not solved satisfactorily

because it has always been a question whether the gain

would compensate for the cost of installation of apparatus.

Tv»e first attempt to control tho conditions in the

floor mill was the construction of better buildings. These

were built tighter and contained heating plants which

controlled the temperature, ihe mill proper was shut off

from the rest of the building to eliminate air currents as

much as possible. In some uills the air frora the natal

dust collectors was returned to the mill. Thiu saved moeh

heat and also served to return the uoist air of the dust

collecting system to tho mill.

Tne universal method of controlling losses in the mill

has been and still is the use of an excess amount of

tempering water. Due to wide variations in atsnospheric



conditions this has never been satisfactory. The amount

of water that one day will give good reeults nay on another

day be too anieh or too little, then there is the danger

of having the moisture content of tha bran too high. This

condition will result in having to either drj the bran or

pack It In larger sucks, boti of samVall cost money.

The id»t of controlling the relative laoistu-fe con-

tent of the air in the mill wrought forth many different

methods, both live steam and water sprays were introduced

in the air of the mill. LVoae ware connected with fan

systems and some war* not* Host of these nathods were ;<ore

or less crude, "home made" pieces of apparatus, and were

only partially satisfactory.

At the present time there are, on the market, auto-

matically controlled aiachines for the control of atmos-

pheric condition in the rj.ll. ,1th these machines it is

possible to introduce the air by two methods: the condi-

tioned air raay be introduced into the different parts of

the mill or It may be introduced into the ioaehlnery. In

the latter case the ducts for the conditioned air together

with the ducts of Mm different exhausts form a continuous

system, v.ith these .-oaciuines it is possible to hold the

moisture content and the teiaperature of the air very nearly

constant.

There are several mills which have these automatic

air conditioners in operation and some of them seem to



give good resjits, liimn then Is mtwh n« for

meat In atmospheric control. Jim -sain difficulty Is that

fe« Mills iw so eonatrnotod that they could install one

of thee* —bins* without • greet eapenan.

nnosmts or ths maxx. nrxRiMtmst. nxu,

Ths rate of evaporation frow various mill stocks mis

dstoralnsd on representative saia Ins obtained on ths snail

experloental mill. I uniform lot of 198t wheat containing

12.05 psr oont protein snd 11.9 por cent moisture was

leaned on sn experimental separator and scoured once on a

l ureks experimental scourer. The samples sere 1000 go.

each of the cleaned wheat. The? aere to pored in tin cans

with tight covers for various lengths of tie, varying fro*

4 to 72 hours. It was intended that all the tsapered

samples should contain 15.5 per cent moisture but due ei-

ther to losses in earn ling or to looses in tempering, the

BOisture content of the tempered wheat varied.

The milling was done on an experiment* 1 roller mill

with a rso. 16 Qawson corrugation. The sheet was gi nnmfl

with a roll setting corresponding to that of first break

and immediately without sifting, the stock ses again ground

on the same rolls with a setting corresponding to third

break. Immediately after the second grinding the stock was

sifted over s stack of sieves, 24 .., SO 00, and TO 00. In
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a rotometlc sift r for one h1 ute. i\ bottle samples vera

taleen: one of this tampered whoutj one of the first grinding;

on* of the overs of tlie 24 i| one of the overs of the

60 00.; one of the overs of the 70 00. and one of the

througha of the 70 no.

In order to decrease evaporation losses to a mininun,

both the rolls and the alfter vera kept covered dur

the grinding and slfting, and the transfer from one to the

other was made as quickly as possible.

a snail portion from aaeh of the bottle samples was

weighed Into small aluminum pans* Tan gra. of the wheat,

S gm. of the overs of the 24 v.. and 6 gm. of the other

four stocks ware used. In aaeh ease the weight was just

enough to malm a thin layer on the bottom of the aluminum

pan which was 7 en. In dla.eter and 8 on. deep* A moisture

determination was oade on the remainder of each bottle

sample by the vacuum even method.

The entire procedure was conducted In a room In which

the atmosphere was controlled by a Carrier auto at le air

control machine. The tempersture did not vary over a range

of more than S degree© and the relative humidity over a

range of 4 per cent, the email aluminum pane and their

contents were exposed to the atmosphere of the room for 2

hours during whioh time they were weighed, to the third

place on an analytical balance, every 15 minutes. The



evaporation or Resorption of Moisture was recorded us loss

«r gain In weight »n:i converted to oer eent of noisture*

There were three series of these tests aade. ihe first

series erne tempered for 4, 8, 12, 1<3, 20, 24, 36, 46, 60,

and 72 hours and was fcroura". and weighed at a room tempere-

ture of 90°f. and a relative huoldlty of 60 per eent. The

determinations Xa tnia act vera made in trlplicatn in order

to learn whether different stocks behaved the same at all

tiaes under siailcr conditions. In the graphing of the

moisture loss frote these triple samples the curves did not

exactly coincide, hut. they wore similar, showing that the

trend was characteristic.

A study of the data obtained in. this series. (Table III)

seems to show that the length of the temper has no effect on

the loss through evaporation. That la stocks with the aame

Initial moisture content lose about the eamo per eent of

moisture rogarCloss of the length of temper* However, if

the amounts evaporated from different stocks vary, also if

wo take the rate of evaporation over the first hour of the

period by averaging the rates of all the tempore for

each elass of stock wo find there is a difference* That is,

if the moisture loss is plotted on a graph with time ae

abscissas am' moisture per cents as ordinutes, and the ordi-

nate of the evirve is divided by the abscissa, wo got the

slope of the eurve ..hlch shows the relative rate*
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so

Tholm wheat . , * .C.397

Ground . • 0.727

Overa 84 " . * , • • ;..

" 60 OP. • ym
• 70 CO. . • 0.67C

mrnrn^a N oc • .

The rate of change of the elope of the curve for noieture

drop la different for different stooka.

The sesond a rise of sanples ws:e teapered In a box

•hero the temperature «aa held, by an auto.iatlc thermostat,

at 110°i . for 4, 8, 16, 20, 36, and 72 houra. The saaplea

frOM thla aeries were also weighed In an atraosphere of

90°P. and 60 per cent relative rrasldlty. A atudy of the

data from this aeries (Table XV) also above that the length

of teopor has no afreet on the amount of evaporation. The

loas of noieture In the aaaplea of the two serine, with

eorroapondlng moisture contents, totaled almost the

The relative rates of evaporation oaleulated as before

stated during the first hour of the period was:

hole wheat ... 0.v42
Ground wheat . . 0.601
overs of 84 '.:. . 1.068
overe of 50 GO. . 0.583
van of 7C 30. . .483

of TC GG . C. 6M
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different rates of evaporation in this series are

just a little lover than In the first series, this might be

due to the fset that the average moisture content of the

second series was somewhat lover than that of the first.

However the relative rates of evaporation correspond very

closely in the two series which would seen to show that heat

used ahead of the first break rolls has no appreciable offset

on the rate of evaporation. Comparing tho rate of evapora-

tion In the three middlings samples, tho overs of the 50 GC.

seem to show a higher rate of evaporation due to the in-

creased area exposed by the large percentage of gem and

bran ships, and the rate was higher in the through* of the

70 GC. than In the overs. The reason for ths latter is not

apparent.

In the third series (Table V) the sheet was tempered

for 4, 12, 84, 56, 48, an<! 78 hours. These samples were

ground and weighed in an atmosphere of 0O°P. and a relative

humidity of 56-40 per cent. The no sturs loss was so rapid

that it was very difficult to get results that oheCced.

However if we assume from the results of first two series

that the length of te paring tine has no effect on the rate

of evaporation, we oan take an average of the rate of

evaporation for the different lengths of temper.
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hoi* wheat .... C.712
around wheat . . . .1.475
overo 24 t*Mf
Overs 50 GC. ... 1.650
Overe 70 GG. ... 1.600
Through* 70 OC. . . 1.615

If the rates of evaporation of thla series are compared with

those of the first two series wo find that thoy are from

two to thro* tl ss as groat. However among ocoh other they

vary In the aoxae proportion as In tha first two series.

That la, the rate In the ground wheat Is about twice that

of the whole wheat, end the rate In t. « overs of the 84 W.

la In the neighborhood of throe times that In whole wheat.

The rates of the thro* middlings samples are about the sane

aa that for the ground wheat.

sufotvama o* hk urox sill

To obtain data eonoeming evaporation under conditions

found In the eommerolal mill, several teats were ado on the

65 barrel college alll. This mill has four breaks, six

reductions, and two tailings rolls. There are four purifiers

and the separations are made on olf sectional sifters.

The Bill Is equipped with natal dust collectors vhich ore

exhausted Into a cloth dust collector located on the puri-

ier floor. This returns the noiat air of the dust system

to the mill. In addition tin mill has a Carrier air con-

ditioner with air outlet on the roll and purifier floors.



57

for this work a ear of wheat, mixed and blended to

eorreepond to coeraereinl Bill nixes, waa purchased fro* a

saline Bill. The protola or the wheat waa 13.E8 per cent

and the nolsture content was 11.0 per cent. In conducting

these experiments apprwaimetely 6000 pound* of wheat was

ground for each teat, ihls corresponds to about el^ht

hour* of running tine for the mill, the roll floor was

held as near 70°K. as possible, and an effort Mia ade to

keep the relative hunldlty In the neighborhood of 50 per

sent. TUsm—tirs were placed on the roll floor, the

pnrlfler floor, and in the texts. They were also placed In

the feeder boxes of each roll, In the spouts just under the

rolls. In the spout lending from the tendering bin, and In

the flour spout over the packer.

Very accurate data were taken on the amount of wheat

used for each test and the weight of the total products.

Three tlnee during each test all the temperatures and the

relative hunldlty on each floor were recorded. At the sane

tl e these data were ••cured, samples for moisture determln-

atlona were taken of the stocks above eaoh roll and of aaeh

of the finished products, several tinea during the day

saaples of the stock from the different break rolls were

weighed and sifted so that the extraction or each roll waa

kept as nearly constant as possible. The nolsture content

of the wheat waa varied froa 14.5 to 18 per oent In the



different teats, and •on* of the relative humidities were

below 80 per osnt, and one or two •• high u s 60 per cert.

These two variations gem opportunity for eosperlson of the

effect of the initial moisture content of the wheat end the

effect of humidity on the eacmnt of evaporation.

me to the vest extent of the Ante obtained it wee not

desswd advisable to preeent ell the figures; therefore, six

tables were compiled which give representative results.

The teblee ere In pelre. In each pair there is one table

for the moisture drop end one for the temperature rise for

each eet of conditions.

The Boieture drop wee detenelned, in each ease by the

difference between the initial noisture content of the wheat

and the moisture content of the sasplo of the stock above

the different rolls and of the finished products.

The teiepereture rise wee determined by the difference

between the temperature ever the roll end the temperature

wader the roll. The thenewetwre were read to the nearest

tenth of * degree.

The first two tables (arable VI and VII) represent date

taken from a aeries of eeven lots of wheat each tempered

for 16 hours. The temperature of the tempering water was

1*0*». Thie gives a series of results with no variable

factors excepting those of operation end the neleture con-

tent of the wheat.



Tho f Igutres la Table VI saw to •how ft very rtefinlte

tread of the temperature rlso on the different rolls. In

too breaks the highest toupertt-jpe Is «i «ho flrot, atoct

t • third, follows* by the fourth, sad the lowest on the

second. This would Indiesto thst oost of tha work of the

break systea wms done on the flrot sad third breaks. In

the redaction system the. highest temperature rlso Is on the

slslngs with ths first middlings s close second, end first

tailings third* There ere three causae for these high

tosniojstuso rises In the reduction grinding* On the sls-

lngs rolls there Is • large volume of stook, sad on too

first middlings there is also s large volume of stook fron

whleh • large extraction Is aside* Is the first tellings

there is s large proportion of chip stook whleh oulls for

closer grinding la order to flatters it so that it can bo

ooolpod off*

The figures for moisture of the brook stocks given

In Table VIX seen to wary. There Is in soso eases • snail

loss, sad In others ft gain in moisture. This variation of

the aoisture in the break stock is probably duo both to

the hnaidlty of the sir in tho spouts snd nsohinoe of the

break system, sod to the large mount of surface exposed

by tho bran to the high oo sture content of ths sir* In

ths reduction system there soosm to be ft gradual loss In

moisture from the slslngs snd first aiddllngs to the fifth

Middlings. The exooptlon Is the first tailings which



to act ae the break stocks lis holding the aolsture.

In the experiments furnishing the data reported In

Tables VIII sad ix the temperature of toe tempering water

was told constant (lsoop.) and the length of temper ems

«, 8, 16 and «8 hoars respectively, waawj Introduced a

controlled variable, namely, the length of temper. The

length of temper seemed to have no effect either on the

molatm* loss or on the temperature rise of the stacks

from the different rolls.

In the experiments ahoae data are recorded In Tables

x and XI the length of temper was hold constant (48 hours)

and the temperature of the tempering cater was 189°?.,

180°P., 190*7., and «•*. reepoctlvely. Thla Introduced

the tempers

t

are of the tempering mate* as a controlled

carlabia. The temperature of the tempering mater did not

seem to affect the general trend of either moisture losses

or temperature rises to any extant.

* atady of these tables scene to show that neither

the length of the tempering time nor the temperature of the

tampering cater has any consistent effect on the aarant of

evaporation. However, the results aecm to show s direct

relation between the moisture content of the wheat and the

evaporation In the various stocks. Also there aeemod to be

c direct relationship between the relative humidity and the

of evaporation.
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Ths Interpretation of sucn date as the above is very

difficult because of the number of variable factors. Al-

though the extraction on the breaks erne held aa nearly

constant ae peeaible there was no way in which the amount

of grinding on the reduction rolls could be pred tentined.

Far this reason It la diffloult to say whether the tempera-

ture riae la due to the peculiar eharacteriatica of the

various stocks or whether It is due to the unavoidable

variation In setting the rolls. However there seeraed to be

no relation between the tenper&ture rise and the evaporation

from the different stocks. In several oaaea there was no

rise in temperature of the stock below the roll and in eon*

eases there w»a aetutlly a loas In temperatuie. This nay

have been doe to the fact that the rato of evaporation In

the stock was high enough to actually cool the air in the

spout.

If an average la taken of the temperature rlsea on the

different rolls In Teblea VI, VIII and XX. wo nay obtain a

view of the temperature effect of the different grlndlnga.

Average fiempereture Rieo In Degrees Fahrenheit

1st. . reak ... 6.f>

BWSM . * • X . o
5rd. " . . . 4.S
4th. " ... 1.9
lzlngs . . .1l.

1st. middlings lC.'i
--- • • i .

--*-'• • • . 6.0



4th. Jlddllnge . . 5.9
. th. . . ftwf
1st. Vailing* • • 6»9
Bl » • . . 2.9

Tha variation In >M|iwi1uii rise In the different stocks

nay be due to wwnl factor*. Th* twnrerature rise da-

notes to eone extent the anount of work done by the roll*

Thla la dependent on three things : the laoiature content

of the stock) the kind and etaount of work dona on the roll;

and the character or the atosk. /<a to whether the amount

of vork done to reduce any certain atook la proportional

to Its moisture content hae not been conclusively proven.

owever, ve do knov that if «e Inereaae the extraction on

the roll, or if ve grind eloeer to flatten the bran chips,

it taicee nore energy and oonasqv—tly ore heat la produced.

In some eases the aoiature content of the break atoeka

«aa found to be aa ansa aa l£ per cent higher than that of

the wheat. Thla la m doubt due to the relative humidity

in the spouts and machinery of the break eyeten being much

higher than that of the roost and the branny Material hav

lnc • large surface adsorbs aorae of the noieture of the air.

Thla aaae factor eeeaed to be operative on the first tail-

ings atook which shoved a nueh higher aolature content than

any of tha other stocks on the tall end of the mill. There

vaa a gradual gain in aba moiature drop from on* reduction

to the next, of .1 per cent. Thla aeons to ahow that the



evaporation is much higher In the finer alddlings near the

tell end. The isolsturo drop from first to second tellings

eee 1.2 per cent* The greatest factor influencing the

lest of moisture erne the initial Moisture content of the

wheat*

m

CQ8CXSSI0B

The following la apparent from the data

1. The length of temper has no effeet on the

rate of evaporation from wheat or nill stocks,

ii* The temperature of the t©tapering eater baa

no effeet on the rate of evaporation.

5* The rate of evaporation from stocks of high

moisture eontent is greater than from stocks of low mois-

ture content,

ftejam to he no relationship between the

rise of the different rolls end the rate of

evaporation from by the roll,e stock grew

5. There seems to be a very definite relationship

In the rates of evaporation from different eleeeee of stock.

That la, the character of stock affects the rate of evapor-

ation*

The work done in this experiment serves mostly as en

introduction to the study of the problem of evaporation i

the flour mill* It presents some facts and flguree which



50
may be used as a basis for further investigation, sone of

the problems for future study are the effects of the rela-

tive humidity in the inaciiinery of the brnalc system; the

relation between moisture content of the wheat and the

evaporation from the different stocks; and methods of con-

trol of evaporation in different parts of the mill.
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